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Assumptions: 
1 – You have a radio w/antenna that can receive WWV clearly 
2 – You have FLDIGI correctly installed on your computer and working 
3 – You HF radio is under computer control and the computer control is working with FLDIGI 
4 – You have the sound interface to your HF radio working and the levels are set correctly within 
FLDIGI 
5 – You can receive WWV clearly with your setup 
 
Definitions:  <LMB> = Left Mouse Button (press)  <RMB> = Right Mouse Button (press) 
                     <MENU> → - starting from the top bar MENU selection 
 
The first task is to calibrate your radio starting with the PC’s sound card interface so it samples at the 
correct sample rate.  This is one of the things that directly affects the frequency measurement accuracy 
of your radio. 
 
This is accomplished by the following sequence: 
 
1 – For the actual FMT – be sure to turn on your rig and let it temperature stabilize for at least 1-2  
hours (I usually let mine run overnight – 12+ hours).  For testing purposes about 1 hour should be 
enough to get it somewhat temperature stable (the frequencies generated in the radio will drift during 
warm-up much more noticeably for the first hour). 
 
2 – After your rig is temperature stabilized, tune it to a clear channel of WWV – choices are 2.5, 5, 10, 
15, 20 & 25 MHz.  Set the operation mode to AM. 
 
3 – Start FLDIGI and select <MENU> → OP MODE → WWV 
 
4 – Then select <MENU> →View → Floating Scope.  Expand the scope window to be as wide as 
feasible. 
 
5 – You will start to see a white line starting to appear at the top of the scope.  This represents the 
second “tic” that WWV sends out at the beginning of each second (5 mSec in duration [5 cycles of a 1 
KHz tone] for WWV Ft Collins or [6 cycles of 1200 Hz tone] for WWVH Hawaii.).  The time width of 
the scope screen is exactly 1 second.  After the line becomes more visible (~10-20 seconds should be 
good) <LMB> click on the center of the white line.  This will center the line to the center of the scope 
(horizontally) and you will see a red (or green) line in the center of the white line.  This is the reference 
line for the timing of when the second tic is received.  It does not have to be perfectly centered – it’s 
just there to see if the white bar is moving left or right of this timing reference marker. 
 
6 – After it has run for a while (several minutes at least) you may notice that the white bar is moving 
either left or right.  If this is the case you need to correct the sound card’s sample rate.  But if it runs 
for >30 minutes and stays in the same relative position to the reference line you’re done!  Move onto 
the next section. 
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7 – If it’s moving left or right you need to adjust the sound card sample rate.  To do this 
Select <MENU> → Configure → Config Dialog 
 
Now expand the entry Soundcard and select Settings as shown below: 

 
8 – In the center of this window there will be a Corrections box with 3 entries in it: 
RX ppm, TX ppm and TX offset.  In this screen shot my RX ppm is set to -2.  This RX ppm is the 
adjustment you want to use to calibrate your sound card. 
 
9 – Adjust the RX ppm setting on your setup to straighten the line wrt the reference line on the floating 
scope. The scope is plotting from left to right and prints white when the bandpass filter is detecting a 1 
KHz signal. Setting the RX ppm setting more negative will cause the line to move to the right (you’re 
slowing down the clock so it samples later each iteration moving the line to the right.  Conversely if 
you set the RX ppm positive the line will move to the left as the sample rate is being increased causing 
the line to move earlier in the sample period. At any time you can <LMB> on the white bar to re-center 
the line in the window. Also if you <RMB> click anywhere in the Floating Scope window it will 
expand the white line second tic (screen width is no long one second).  To get back to the non-
expanded version just <RMB> click in the window again (it toggles between the 2 modes). 
 
10 – This will take some time playing around with this and expect to run the spectrum scope for at least 
15 minutes after your final adjustment to see if you have it calibrated or not. 
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I am running an ICOM IC-7610 with a Leo Bodnar 10 MHz GPSDO as the time standard.  This is a 
screenshot of my final adjustment of -2 ppm RX ppm correction after about 30 minutes: 

 
After you have successfully tuned your sound card sample rate close the floating scope and <LMB> 
[SAVE] in the config dialog box to save the new settings. 
 
Put FLDIGI back into NULL mode by <MENU> → OP MODE → NULL 
 
Now it’s time to calibrate your receivers frequency setting.  To do this: 
 
1 – On your radio tune the radio frequency down 1 KHz from the WWV AM broadcast frequency you 
are on and change the mode to USB.   
Now the frequency setting of the radio should be as follows: 
 
WWV 2.5 MHz → 2.499000. MHz 
WWV 5 MHz → 4.999000. MHz 
WWV 10 MHz → 9.999000. MHz 
WWV 15 MHz → 14.999000. MHz 
WWV 20 MHz → 19.999000. MHz 
WWV 25 MHz → 24.999000. MHz 
 
You should now see the carrier frequency show up as a 1 KHz tone on the waterfall.  In FLDIGI’s 
waterfall <LMB> on the 1 KHz line.  Now if you hit the X1, X2 or X4 magnifier (at the lower left 
portion of buttons below the waterfall) it will expand the waterfall around your frequency selection. 
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As shown below I clicked on the 1KHz line and expanded the view to X4.  But notice I didn’t quite get 
it at 1000 Hz (located at the bottom center below the waterfall display) – I’m at 999 Hz.  Use the arrow 
keys on the right side (single arrow moves it in 1 Hz increments; double arrow moves it in 10 Hz 
increments). Left side arrows move the frequency down with the same scaling as the increment up 
arrow keys. 

 
2 – Now select FMT mode by  <MENU> →  OpMode → Frequency Measurement Test 
 
3 – A graph will appear and in the waterfall a green and a red ‘box line’ will appear.  The green line is 
the reference (Ref) frequency and the red line is the unknown (Unk) frequency. 
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4 – Place your cursor over the 1 KHz line and then depress just the <CTRL> key.  The green line 
should move to this new location.  Similarly to locate the Unk box line move your cursor to the 
frequency you want in the waterfall and depress the <Shift> key.  Just remember: 
  <CTRL> = Ref      <Shift> = Unk 
 
5 – Just below the graph to the left side there are Lnk and Ref Buttons with a frequency to the right of 
each one.  Adjust the Ref frequency (using the arrow buttons) to be exactly 1000. In FMT mode the 
arrows have a different weighting:   
Single arrow = 0.1 HZ           Double arrow = 1.0 Hz            Arrow / bar = 10 Hz. 
 
6 – On the right side below the graph we need to set the graphing parameters.  Clicking on the arrow to 
the right of each box activates a drop-down menu. Set the Interval to 0.25 sec, the T-scale to 15 minutes 
and the Scale to +/- 10 Hz.  Menus look like the following: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
7 – Now depress the Ref button and a green line should appear on the graph indicating where your 
receiver’s frequency is wrt to the WWV carrier freq.  You can now start reducing the Scale (per vertical 
division) such that you can see your frequency error more easily.  Let the graph run for at least 3 
minutes before making any changes.  The FMT freq tracking is somewhat finicky as it takes 30-90 
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seconds to settle down (as shown by the large jump initially).  Notice that when you depress the REF 
button the indicator turns yellow and the frequency window is now displaying the measured frequency. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
8 – If you are close enough to WWV to receive a ground wave this should get you to less than 0.10 Hz 
pretty readily.  But being that I live in gridsquare EN91fh (Macedonia, OH – south of Cleveland, OH) 
the ionosphere does nasty things to the frequency received as show by my above screenshot. 
 
You can see that even though my radio (which I calibrated previously) is on frequency what I am 
receiving from WWV says otherwise.  Hmmmm... 
 
Congratulations! You’ve just been introduced to the ionosphere and its subtle and quirky ways it likes 
to make the FMT task so challenging.  As the reflection layers in the ionosphere change continuously 
(for the frequency it is reflecting) this directly causes continual changes in the total path length to you.  
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This is the fundamental physics behind the resulting Doppler shift in frequency that you ‘see’ at the 
receive end of the transmission..  When the path length changes in length between you and WWV and 
given that the frequency that WWV is transmitting never changes (we depend on this!), the different 
path length causes what you hear at the receiving end to ‘appear’ different.  Dynamic changes in path 
length cause dynamic changes in received frequency.  Basic physics tells us that the shortening of the 
path length for a fixed frequency will appear to the receiver as if the frequency went up.  Conversely 
when the path length is lengthed the apparent change to the listener makes it look like the frequency 
went down.  The ionosphere is always in a constant state of flux due to all the things that disturb / 
excite it (sunlight, solar flares, the sun’s coronal mass ejections, gravitational waves, space weather 
etc.) - all play a role in corrupting our reflection path to receive the signal of interest.    
 
This is the fundamental issue that makes doing the FMT process challenging – you are trying to predict 
how the ionosphere is distorting your signal as you are using it in real time. 
 
So back to the frequency calibration – what you can do to help mitigate this phenomenon is to receive 
WWV (to calibrate your radios’ frequency) at a time when the ionosphere is calmer or in a more stable 
state.  This would be a time when between you and WWV (or WWVH) when you are in the stable part 
of the day or night cycle and the ionosphere is not seeing any changes in illumination of sunlight within 
say +/- 2 hours of the day / night transition.  So receiving WWV 20 MHz at 12PM to 6PM EST would 
be a good time to try and calibrate your rig (for me in Cleveland).  Conversely 5 MHz WWV is best 
received at night so several hours after sunset is a good time to use that frequency.  Your geographic 
location plays a big role as to when the hours for a given frequency are good for your location – you 
will have to experiment with it to see what works best for you. 
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FMT Procedure – The Simpler Technique 
 
Tune your radio to the stated starting FMT frequency in USB mode and apply you’re FMT frequency 
correction number for that frequency to your radio in the FMT settings window (as described 
previously).   
 
Once the test starts <LMB> click on the waterfall line of the unknown frequency and immediately do 
<MENU> → Op Mode → Frequency Analysis.  You are now collecting data into a file for future usage 
(location revealed later). 
 
The program will lock onto the signal very quickly (usually < 1 sec) and the indication ANALYSIS 
should show up in the lower left corner of the FLDIGI window (below the waterfall).  The UTC time 
will show up just to the right of it and the actual measured frequency will be displayed just to the right 
of the time.  The bottom of your screen will look like this: 
 

 
Just let it run until the 1-minute test is up simply do a <MENU> → OpMode → NULL to stop the 
recording. 
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While you are in Frequency Analysis mode FLDIGI is saving each seconds freq measurement in a file 
located in directory  C:\Users\username\fldigi.files\analysis\ where username is your login username 
for windows.  The file will be called analysis_yymmdd.csv where today’s date is populated in 
yymmdd.  I usually (at the end of each freq measurement segment) move the file off to a different 
directory and rename it for the measurement I just made.  If you don’t and start the Frequency Analysis 
mode up again it will append the data to the existing file (it will NOT get overwritten or deleted).  The 
time stamps are also saved so it’s easy to figure out which frequency segment you are measuring in the 
test.  Either way works just fine so don’t fret too much on how you do this.  I would suggest to just start 
simple and keep appending the 4 different FMT’s into the same one file. 
 
How to interpret the FMT results: 
 
This is where it gets fun – I find the most straightforward was to interpret the results is to graph them in 
a program such as LibreOffice Calc or Microsux Excel.  Simply import the .csv file you just recorded 
into the graphing program of your choice – the raw data should end up looking something like this: 
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Notice that you have UTC Time and absolute frequency in the first 2 columns.  This is really all you 
need. 
 
While holding down your <LMB> drag your cursor over the 2 columns of data (such that it highlights 
the columns) and drag it all the way to the bottom of the collected data. Now release the <LMB>. 
 
The highlighted cells should stay highlighted.  Now at the top of the your spreadsheet program click on 
the <Insert Chart> icon.  For the chart type I usually select <XY Scatter> and use the lines with the dots  
(not just data points).  Click finish and a graph will appear on your screen.  It should look something 
like this: 

 
 
As they always say, a picture is worth a thousand words.  This graphically shows what your receiver 
was seeing with relation to the received frequency of WWV.   
 
Congratulations!  You have just completed the fundamental steps necessary to acquire and display a 
FMT session.  Interpreting the results will be left for a later session… 
 
Hope this helps! 
 
John N8OBJ 
 
 


